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Signature, a private jet services firm, is in the midst of amonths-long takeover battle, and earlier
this month backed anoffer from former Gatwick owner GIP, Blackstone and BillGates'
investment vehicle. London-listed Signature has been looking to offload thedivision for a few
years, with the sale coming at a time whenthe airline industry has been pummelled by the
coronaviruscrisis. The private jet industry, however, is faring better thancommercial airlines as
wealthy travellers seek to avoid crowdedplanes during the pandemic. Lazard is acting as
financial adviser and Jones Day as legaladviser to Signature on the transaction. Editing by
Devika Syamnath andMark Potter. There is no certainty that the IPO will take place, the company
said. Aydem Holding joins a flurry of small and medium-sized Turkish companies rushing to list
on Borsa Istanbul and cash in on a flood of local retail investors. The company has 25 power
plants with a total capacity of 1, megawatts, Idris Kupeli, chief executive of Aydem, said in the
statement. For more articles like this, please visit us at bloomberg. Nasdaq futures are down by
more than 1. Morgan Stanley, JPMorgan and Credit Suisse are global coordinators for the
flotation, which could take place before the summer break, the people said. It will likely be
ordinary Texans. Ultimately, the financial pain will probably be shared by ratepayers and
taxpayers alike, said Michael Webber, a professor at the University of Texas at Austin and chief
science officer for French power company Engie SA. If prior U. Californians, for example, have
spent about 20 years paying for the Enron-era power crisis, via surcharges on utility bills. CPS
Energy, which is owned and run by the city of San Antonio, said on Twitter it was looking into
ways to spread costs for the last week over the next 10 years. How quickly Texans pay depends
on who their provider is. Municipal utilities, co-ops and regulated power providers have the
ability to spread out costs over a longer time-frame. CPS Chief Executive Officer Paula
Gold-Williams said last week the company may also issue bonds to help pay for the natural gas
it bought at inflated prices. Some utilities are looking to secure hundreds of millions of dollars
in liquidity to spread out costs for 10 to 20 years, said Scott Sagen, an associate director in U.
Rayburn Country Electric Cooperative Inc. But small retailers who tend to be more thinly
capitalized and less robustly hedged have limited options. One such company, Griddy, said last
week it would challenge the prices set by the grid operator during the crisis, in an apparent bid
to recoup losses for itself and its customers. Another company, Octopus Energy, said Monday
it would forgive any energy bill in excess of the average price of electricity for the week, and eat
the resulting losses which could be millions of dollars. Texas lawmakers will likely take up the
discussion of consumer relief as part of their committee hearings on the crisis which will begin
this week, a spokesman for the Public Utility Commission of Texas said. But Texas decided to
take a more hands off approach with its deregulated system, he said. The UK-based bank has
signalled its "pivot to Asia" as annual profits slump during the pandemic. Chinese social media
platform Weibo Corp has appointed Goldman Sachs, Credit Suisse and CLSA to work on its
planned Hong Kong secondary listing in the final half of , two sources with direct knowledge of
the matter said. Stocks fell on Tuesday as tech stocks extended their declines. BlackRock Inc.
The wave of reflation bets sweeping through global markets indicates the latter narrative is
taking greater hold, suggesting such trades may have room to run. That includes another
package later this year focused on infrastructure and growth, he said. The rate, currently around
1. It has been on a mostly downward trend in , hovering not far from the lowest levels of the
past 12 years. They downgraded their view on government bonds, while broadening their
pro-risk stance that includes favoring stocks. If the fiscal thrust is enough to put the U. HSBC is
set to withdraw from U. The exit from the U. The sale or closure of its around remaining
branches in the United States, after it shuttered 80 last year, would mark the end of HSBC's
struggle to turn around a business which has struggled to make inroads against incumbent
domestic rivals. Bloomberg -- The Texas deep freeze that upended the U. The Sydney-based
investment bank on Monday raised its profit forecast, citing increased demand for its gas and
power supply services in the U. Read more about soaring Texas electricity bills hereMacquarie
is the second-biggest physical gas supplier in the U. Last week the bank profited as its major
clients -- including energy companies -- sought to buy and move higher-than-expected volumes
of gas and electricity to their customers amid the crisis in Texas, according to a person with
knowledge of the matter. Consumers are now feeling the impact of the huge price swings. The
supplier charges electricity based on real-time prices in wholesale markets, therefore passing
the costs straight on to consumers. Griddy saw the problem developing and even urged its
retail customers last weekend to switch to another provider. But Macquarie, which expanded its
commodities operations by purchasing Cargill Inc. The improved outlook sent Macquarie
shares to a one-year high in Sydney trading. The stock was up 3. Adds information on electricity
bills in sixth paragraph For more articles like this, please visit us at bloomberg. Analysts have
also tipped Royal Caribbean and its peers Carnival Corp and Norwegian Cruise Line Holdings
Ltd to resume voyages gradually in the back half of this year, after the pandemic-triggered

months-long halt. The British pound initially pulled back a bit on Monday but then turned
around as we continue to see a lot of bullish pressure and money flow into this market. Lucid,
run by an ex-Tesla engineer, is the latest firm to tap the initial public offering market, with
investors rushing into the EV sector, spurred by the rise of Tesla Inc and with emissions
regulations toughening in Europe and elsewhere. Reuters was first to report last week that
Michael Klein had launched a financing effort to back the Lucid deal. Plans by Britain and the
European Union to set up a new financial cooperation forum by the end of March have made
some progress but this will not automatically lead to market access, senior officials said on
Tuesday. Britain's trade deal with the EU that came into effect when it left the single market on
Dec. Tesla's shares in turn fell 3. Dow 30 31, Nasdaq 13, Russell 2, Crude Oil Gold 1, Silver CMC
Crypto FTSE 6, Nikkei 30, Read full article. Recommended Stories. Yahoo Finance. FX Empire.
By registering, you indicate that you agree to the Terms Of Service. All rights reserved. Stop
stealing our stuff and ripping off our features, please. Certain headlines thanks to Rotoworld.
Weather info Powered by Dark Sky. Matchups matter in daily fantasy NBA, and it can be hard to
keep everything -- pace, defensive rating, individual matchups -- tidy, so I wanted to fix that by
dumping all the data into one place for ease of use. That'll include things like
opponent-adjusted offensive and defensive ratings for each team. I'll also look at
opponent-adjusted paces based on the team-level as well. And to go a step further, I'll provide
defense-versus-position DvP values based on FanDuel points per minute allowed to each
position. The way that'll work is to adjust on the individual level. This means looking at each
player's total fantasy points per minute mark to figure out an expected output in a game and
comparing it to what actually happened. Holding a superstar and a role player to the same
FanDuel-point-per-minute mark isn't quite the same. These values will adjust for expectation.
These values initially included last season's data but now show only stats from the season. It
also includes opponent-adjusted offensive rating and the adjusted defensive rating for each
team's opponent, including league-wide ranks for each. This table shows each team's adjusted
pace and adjusted opponent pace to find expected pace. Expected offensive rating combines
each team's adjusted offensive rating and the opponent's adjusted defensive rating. Combining
expected pace and expected offensive rating gives us expected points. This table is sorted by
matchup in terms of fastest average pace. Remember, these are now showing just stats. This
table is presented to be viewed from an offensive perspective i. The matchups shown are their
opponent's defensive FanDuel-point-per-minute mark adjusted for individual opponents faced.
League-wide ranks are in parenthesis. Because outliers are the primary matchups worth
targeting and avoiding, green cells indicate top-five easiest matchups for the offense, and red
indicate bottom-five. Log in to numberFire To get the full benefits of numberFire, please log in.
You'll get the best projections in the business! Click here to sign up! Already have an account?
Click here to log in! What is Premium? Weather info Powered by Dark Sky All rights reserved.
Top Stories. Elisha Twerski â€”. Ryan Kirksey â€”. Recent Stories. Austan Kas â€”. Jim Sannes
â€”. Grant White â€”. Nick Vazquez â€”. Brandon Gdula â€”. Thomas Vecchio â€”. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. So every day, I'll be posting some information on each game for the
NBA main slate. Teams are sorted by implied team total. Offensive Rating Rank Opp Adj. Team
Opp Adj. Pace Rank Opp Adj. Teams are sorted alphabetically for ease of use. Related News.
Kenyatta Storin â€”. By registering, you indicate that you agree to the Terms Of Service. All
rights reserved. Stop stealing our stuff and ripping off our features, please. Certain headlines
thanks to Rotoworld. Weather info Powered by Dark Sky. This heat map is intended to help you
decide which games may be best for selecting players for your daily fantasy lineup. Narrowing
down which games to target in daily fantasy basketball is no small task. You will still need to
implement your own strategies while filling out your lineups. It won't tell you which players to
use from each game, as each of your thought processes will differ here, but it can help you
know which teams are ripe for the picking. The higher the number, the more scoring we expect
to see. Spread is the expected margin of victory or loss for each team, according to Vegas. A
negative number means a team is favored; a positive number means a team is the underdog.
For daily fantasy, spreads closer to 0 are best because it means a closer game, less chance of a
blowout which can mean teams resting players and a higher chance of overtime. Off Eff refers
to a team's offensive efficiency offensive rating. This reflects the number of points a team would
score in possessions. Opp Def Eff refers to the opponent's defensive efficiency defensive
rating. This reflects the number of points a team would allow in possessions. Pace refers to
speed at which a team plays. It is an estimate of the number of possessions per 48 minutes by a
team. The faster the game, the more possessions and more scoring we expect to see. It
measures a team's shooting and scoring ability. Daily FP is the total fantasy points scored by
the team on a per-game basis, based on the scoring system of the selected daily fantasy site.
Opp Daily FP Against is the total fantasy points allowed by the opposing team on a per-game

basis, based on the scoring system of the selected daily fantasy site. If you're not a Premium
subscriber, it takes just a few seconds to sign up. You'll get access to all of our insider
information, game projections, handicapping advice, DFS tools, advanced statistics, and more.
Log in to numberFire To get the full benefits of numberFire, please log in. You'll get the best
projections in the business! Click here to sign up! Already have an account? Click here to log
in! What is Premium? Weather info Powered by Dark Sky All rights reserved. Locked Players 0.
Excluded Players 0. Excluded Teams 0. You have no locked players. You have no excluded
players. You have no excluded teams. Heatmap Show Hide Help. Opp Pace refers to the speed
at which the opponent plays. Notes: Hover over the [? Log In Go Premium. Excluded 0.
Excluded Players You have no excluded players. Excluded Teams You have no excluded teams.
The conversion re-uses the D78's aluminium bodyshells with new interiors. It runs on the same
bogies but these are rebuilt to as-new standard by Wabtec and fitted with brand new
three-phase AC induction motors sourced from Austria. The initial build of three vehicles for
London Northwestern Railway replaces the four-rail traction-current system with four diesel
gen-sets, driving eight traction motors via purpose built electronic traction control units. During
August , a prototype was produced for testing and accreditation; the type was planned to be
prepared to enter passenger service during the following year. The stated purpose of the D-train
is to ameliorate a perceived shortage of affordable, modern rolling stock on Britain's regional
rail routes, resulting from the slow pace of electrification. Two prototype units are being
operated by Vivarail, designated as and Unit , which was completed during , is a battery electric
multiple unit , designed for operating on partially electrified routes. The battery-powered train
can be charged through an automatic charging point. The first D78 units were delivered to
Vivarail on 19 January ; conversion of a single car prototype to facilitate testing and marketing
activities commenced shortly thereafter. The first unit entered service with West Midlands
Railway on 23 April The Class D-Train is a family of trains, functioning either as a diesel electric
multiple unit or a battery EMU dependent upon the configuration used, developed and produced
by Vivarail for use on the National Rail network. In general, the D-Train is to be fitted with
accessibility toilets, refreshment trolleys, at-seat tables, Wi-Fi , smart storage solutions [
buzzword ] and iPad holders. That information applies to two-car units; three-car units instead
have four gensets in the centre car and none in the driving cars. When adapted to its City
configuration, a single D-Train would operate as either two- and three-cars per unit. The
three-car vehicle, when fitted with longitudinal seats, will have a total passenger capacity of ,
including those standing. In its Commuter variant, the D-Train features either two and three cars
per unit. The three-car vehicle, furnished with longitudinal seats, accommodated up to
passengers, while the three-car vehicle with transverse seats will carry standing passengers
additionally. The construction practices for producing the D-Train have been promoted as being
carbon-neutral as a result of deliberate efforts to reduce the levels of waste, energy
consumption, time and costs involved. Emission-reduction measures have been taken,
including the adoption of a diesel engine that incorporates a stop-start system , while the use of
trackside maintenance practices has been promoted as contributing to meaningful empty
mileage fuel savings as well as lessening its impact upon the environment. The D-Train has
been anticipated to offer a service life in excess of 25 years. The trains themselves are former
D78 Stock units, originally manufactured by Metro-Cammell of Birmingham. The bogies were
supplied by Canadian rolling stock manufacturer Bombardier while the D78 Stock was in
service with London Underground. The AC traction motors are sourced from specialist
Traktionssysteme Austria. Reportedly, the design of the D-Train is compliant with current rail
industry emission standards, including the applicable elements of its automotive technology.
Vivarail stated that it planned to pitch the converted trains to a number of train operating
companies TOCs , especially those bidding for the Northern franchise which was awarded in
December However, Arriva won the bidding for the Northern franchise in December and its
rolling stock plan involves purchasing brand new stock as well as taking on additional
cascaded four-car EMUs. However, the proposal drew criticism from the Rail Maritime and
Transport Union as being a scheme to provide "second-hand" trains to the region instead of
new stock. During September , it was revealed that Coventry City Council was looking into the
possibility of using converted D78s to run additional services on the Coventry to Nuneaton Line
; this would be especially useful to serve Coventry Arena station during match days at the
Ricoh Arena , as well as to alleviate a shortage of rolling stock. The proposed service would run
from between Taunton and Nuneaton via Swindon and Oxford. Under the filed plans, Go-Op
intended to use a number of Class s between Taunton and Swindon between December and
However, it did not iplan to operate these trains across the full route. During March , it was
announced that plans were being developed to take a Class to the United States , in order to
demonstrate how they could provide a low-cost rolling stock option for new passenger

services. In October , it was reported in Modern Railways magazine that South Western Railway
had submitted plans to the Department for Transport to replace the year-old Class units with
Class units on its Island Line services, [37] but an announcement on 16 September confirmed
that the Isle of Wight units would be Vivarail's third rail electric Class Vivarail revealed in
October how the lease and ongoing costs of the Class cars compare to procuring a new DMU
and against existing Class carriages. From December , West Midlands Trains , also operating as
London Northwestern Railway was intending to operate three Class units on the Marston Vale
Line , [40] but their introduction was delayed, entering service on the Bletchley to Bedford line
on 23 April Testing of the TfW units began in spring on the Kidderminster Line. TfW sets have a
restyled front end and retain the previous door spacing, except for the removal of one on each
side of the trailing car for the fitting of a Universal Accessible Toilet, replaced by a blank panel
on the second man's side and a window on the driver's side. On 30 December , the prototype
set caught fire at Kenilworth. Ten people were evacuated safely. The first Class service to carry
passengers operated on 21 and 22 June when the prototype was used to operate a shuttle
service from Honeybourne to the Rail Live exhibition at the Quinton Rail Technology Centre.
The next train , which is a battery-electric multiple unit , operated shuttles at the same location
for the Rail Live event between June. As of March , two demonstrator units have been
constructed. In October , it was announced that West Midlands Trains had placed an order for
three units. Initially intended to have a separate number sequence from the prototypes, [52] the
production units were eventually numbered sequentially. From Wikipedia, the free
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